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Learning by doing: 
Introducing Cochrane Classmate
Tuesday 09 April 2024



Webinar structure
• What is Cochrane Crowd and Classmate?
• Why develop Classmate?
• How does it work?
• Live demo
• New features



Cochrane Crowd: what is it?

https://crowd.cochrane.org



Cochrane Crowd

We are struggling to keep 
pace with the amount of 
‘evidence’ produced

Global scientific output 
doubles every nine years.



Crowdsourcing
Howe 2006: coined the term crowdsourcing

“the act of an institution taking a function and outsourcing it to an undefined (and 
generally large) network of people in the form of an open call” 



Cochrane Crowd

Breaking down a large corpus of data into smaller units and distributing those units 
to a large online crowd

“The distribution of small parts of a problem”

Microtasking



RCT Identification

A “mainstream” 
microtask on Cochrane 
Crowd.

Our first task. Crowd 
have identified 
thousands reports of 
RCTs. Records not 
indexed as RCT.



Cochrane Crowd

Each task is supported by brief, 
interactive training

The training is made up of 
practice records and commentary

This helps to ensure individual accuracy



No record is just 
looked at once. Most 
records need 4 
agreements for it to 
either be deemed an 
RCT or not.

RCT

RCT

This helps to ensure collective accuracy

RCT

RCT



Cochrane Crowd: ‘microlearning’

Bite-sized learning modules on topics relevant to evidence-based medicine



Microlearning: study designs



Cochrane Crowd

200+ 
tasks

9m
classifications

3.7m+
records 

screened

30,500+ 
signed up



Crowd characteristics

• 179 countries
• 46% educated to post-graduate level
• 19% don’t have a degree
• 24% completely new to health research
• 33% had no or little idea of SRs
• 20% involved in review production
• 41% student in health-related area
• 32% aged 17-24 years



Cochrane Crowd: motivations

Directly contributing to 
evidence-based health care

Gaining new skills and 
learning by doing

Rewarded: membership; named 
acknowledgement in reviews; certificates 

and badges



Cochrane Crowd: motivations

Two main motivations stood out from our survey: to learn and to help

To help To learn



“Can I use Cochrane Crowd for my 
students?”



“Can I use Cochrane Crowd for my 
students?”

Yes, but…



Early experience

• Difficult to manage at a ‘group’ level
• Quality was tricky to monitor – didn’t make 

enough use of known records
• Limited content/tasks
• Not as fun as it could be



https://crowd.cochrane.org/classmate

Classmate



Introducing Classmate

An extension of Cochrane Crowd, that enables trainers*, and 
others, to use the microtasks and microlearning, in thier own 
teaching environments

* It could be anyone who wants to manage a group doing Cochrane Crowd activities



How does it work? 

Within Classmate, you can choose to set your students a microtask, or some 
microlearning or a pathway

microtasks microlearning pathways



How does it work? 
Microtasks

RCT identification

DTA identification

ICTRP ID

PICO Extract



How does it work: 

Health Concepts

Study Designs

CONSORT

Microlearning

CONSORT

Health Equity



Pathways 
Newcomer pathway

Student pathway

You can choose one of our already set-up pathways, or create your own



How does it work? 

Go to 
Classmate

Select 
activity

Set 
timings

Invite 
people



Sit back and relax! 



Demo time!



New features

Create your own 
pathways

Easier navigation 
for students

More reliable 
progress tracking



New content

Key steps in a 
systematic review

June 2024

Introduction to 
health equity

October 2023

Introduction to 
misinformation

July 2024



Thank you
Anna Noel-Storr and the Evidence Pipeline Team
anoel-storr@cochrane.org

crowd.Cochrane.org
crowd.Cochrane.org/classmate

mailto:anoel-storr@cochrane.org
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